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Hustling as a waitress is a far cry from being the most feared witch in the world. But after surviving

ten years of war between humans and supernaturals, Lily finds anonymity a relief.Even a request for

help from an old coven friend canâ€™t bring Lily out of hiding -- until her friend disappears, along

with the entire coven. Whatâ€™s worse, wolf shifter and Chief Investigator Leif -- the man Lily is

secretly in love with -- considers her the only suspect. And to top it all off, the dark witch who was

her first love has been resurrected â€¦ and wants her back.Lilyâ€™s search for the truth could

destroy the witch-shifter Alliance and reignite the war with the humans. But if thatâ€™s what it takes

to help her friends, sheâ€™ll do it. Even a retired war witch is very dangerous when provoked.
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Loved the book. The characters make you love and fear them to various degrees.The book started

with a gripping act to evil that continues though the book.The only problem that I have with the book

is that the author does not go as in depth as she might have with regards to the various witch



powers that exist in her world.I truly hope that this is just the first book in a series because I fell in

love with this book.,I would recommend that anybody who loves paranormal type books.

The writing is ok, a little unpracticed but the world-building is good. Too much stealing from other

authors but if she can overcome this noob mistake, this can be a good series.

A dark And disturbing world filled with tragedy, loss and hope. I could not stop reading until I

finished this part of Lilith's story

This was probably one of the best books I have read in a long timeI love the main characterI

couldn't put the book down

I received this story, this is my voluntary review.War Witch is a well-written and enjoyable read. It

has vivid imagery that grabbed and held my attention throughout. It offers drama, action, intrigue,

and romance with humor sprinkled throughout that kept me entertained. Lilith (Lily) is trying move on

from her past on her own terms. However, it's as if the universe and eveyone in it is against her. I

adored her style, and found myself invested in her happiness. I appreciated the pace of the story,

and how everything unfolds. Definitely worth the read, and can't wait for the next book.

War Witch is my first read by Layla Nash, but I can say it will not be my last! The emotional tugs in

this book are many, but placed just right so you go on the roller coaster ride with the characters.To

say Lily has an adventure is an understatement. She feels like she is battling people on all sides:

the wolves, the humans, and even the other witches. She faces a betrayal from a friend, and mends

fences with an old rival. She starts to have feelings for a new suitor, and an old one pops back up.

She feels like everyone is out to get her, but makes bonds that gets her new protectors. Her life is in

turmoil, and she knows that eventually, everyone's time is up. Can she survive long enough to face

down the next challenges coming her way? Will she stand alone, or hide behind the pack and let

others do the fighting?This book was awesome, and I enjoyed it immensely. I can't wait for the next

book, and hope it comes out sooner, rather than later. I'd recommend this book to anyone who

loves shapeshifters, magic, and a whole lot of mayhem.

I love this book more than I can express. It starts off with a bang, where she intercedes on behalf of

an innocent, sticking her own neck out for the sake of doing what's right.It's a recurring theme



throughout the book, that she'll do what's best no matter what the cost. She'll fight for people she

loves.I adore this book very much and expect to be re-reading it for years to come.

This was a tough book to get into, but I finally managed to get through it after a week or so (I'm

usually good for at least one book a day). The main character just wan't likable enough to want to

keep reading about her on a continual basis. She was incredibly arrogant, but there seemed to be

no real reason for her ego. She was tricked, overcome, captured, mistaken and just plain wrong at

every turn. Her reasons for doing what she does is never made clear, I actually felt like I missed a

book somewhere, like this might be the second book in the series instead of the first.The feeling I

missed a book grew as I continued to read and more questions were brought up than there were

those that were answered. I could have used a real definition on loki and what they were. In fact,

there should have been some kind of information on all the groups, levels, etc. It just was not all the

way fleshed out.Overall, the book wasn't terrible, But, I like a protagonist I can root for and it was

hard to root for Lily. I think with more information and some world building this could have been a

much better book. The author has a good voice and writes well overall (grammar, sentence

construction, scene changes, word use, all were good. There were no huh? moments that you get

with a lot of self-published books).
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